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PRECIOUS METALS COMMENTARY  
10/26/16  

The bulls regain an edge off the $ and positive demand hopes  
 

OVERNIGHT CHANGES THROUGH 6:05 AM (CT): 
GOLD -1.80, SILVER -9.50, PLATINUM -1.80  
 

OUTSIDE MARKET DEVELOPMENTS: Global markets were mostly lower 
overnight with the Nikkei managing to buck the trend with a higher trade. Tech 
bellwether Apple reported earnings yesterday afternoon that were slightly ahead 
of forecasts, but they also confirmed a first annualized revenue decline in 15 years and that is casting a shadow 
across equity markets today. The Asian markets will continue to focus more on Beijing as Chinese leaders are 
expected to hint at fresh fiscal stimulus at their Sixth Plenum meeting. The European session started out with the 
November Gfk survey of German consumer confidence that showed a slight dip from October. The North 
American economic calendar will start with a weekly private survey of mortgage applications, followed by the 
September goods trade balance that is forecast to show a larger deficit than August's -$58.0 billion reading. The 
highlight of North American trading will be September new home sales which are expected to show a modest 
downtick from August's annualized 609,000 reading. Another busy day of major earnings announcements will 
include Coca Cola, Comcast, Boeing, Mondelez and Biogen before the Wall Street open with Texas Instruments 
reporting after the close.  
 

GOLD / SILVER 
Part of the rise in the gold market yesterday was the result of upbeat gold investment views from a noted 
economic advisor who suggested that a 5% allocation to gold was appropriate but we also suspect that part of the 
gains early yesterday were the result of the quasi-reversal or fall back in the Dollar from the initial highs. 
Therefore additional weakness in the Dollar today should provide some fresh lift. With Chinese government 
officials meeting in their Capitol this week, some players anticipate there might be fresh stimulus for that economy 
ahead and that in turn could boost demand for commodities like gold, silver, platinum and copper. It also isn't out 
of the question to suggest that gold was lifted by the prospect of fresh easing from the BOC and BOE and from 
ongoing talk of rising Indian and Chinese gold demand especially with Indian demand of particular interest into the 
festival season. The gold market did have to overcome news that Chinese 1st half gold production was slightly 
higher but seeing the world's largest gold ETF increase holdings by 3.27 tonnes on Tuesday keeps the bulls in 
control to start today. All things considered, this week's action in gold and silver has been much stronger than 
expected and the rise above $1,276 gives the market a technical upside breakout that could prompt fresh 
momentum based buying today. In fact with the December Dollar index contract falling below 98.50 overnight the 
currency impact should be definitively positive today.  
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PLATINUM  
We think that platinum is on the rise this week because of ideas that Chinese officials might be poised to provide 
fresh stimulus as that in turn could lift demand for physical commodities like the PGM's. With platinum and 
palladium markets relatively small markets, a slight improvement in Chinese demand might have an exponential 
impact. It is also possible that recent inflows into platinum derivative holdings is sparking some futures buying as 
platinum holdings have risen from 1.92 million ounces on September 22nd to 1.972 million ounces on Tuesday 
afternoon. With platinum also showing a pick-up in trading volume and prices at the end of last month, it is 
possible that platinum is beginning to see end of month allocation of investment funds. The PGM complex might 
also expect to get some lift from improving Indian festival demand as the trade is seeing headlines suggesting 
that Indian metals buyers should look beyond gold to platinum! We would suggest that the gains in platinum on 
Tuesday were made even more impressive because they were forged in the face of news that South African 
Amplats 3rd quarter production rose slightly.  
 

TODAY'S MARKET IDEAS 
Revived hope for Chinese gold demand and a weaker Dollar has shifted the view back into positive ground, 
especially since that news was joined by more positive gold investment views from a well-known market advisor 
yesterday. With definitive weakness in the Dollar to start today and the Indian Diwali festival looming the bias in 
gold and silver appears to have extended its upward tilt from earlier this month. Therefore the short term bias is 
pointing up again, but we still get the sense that gains will need to be fed by a steady flow of fresh fundamental 
headlines. Uptrend channel support off the October lows comes in today at $1,264.50, but closer-in support is 
seen at $1,270.10.  
 

 

COPPER COMMENTARY  
10/26/16  
Some temporary back and fill but a rise above $2.15 is likely  
 

GENERAL: With a government meeting underway in Beijing sparking talk of 
more assistance for the Chinese economy it wasn't surprising to see copper 
prices leap upward from the late October consolidation zone. In fact copper 
players overnight were presented with predictions that Chinese copper imports 
were set to rise and that furthers the potential positive impact of all things China. 
However, the market should retain some buying interest off news that Anglo-
American saw its 3rd quarter production soften a bit but that news was offset by overnight guidance that pegged 
Antofagasta 3rd quarter production to have risen by nearly 9%. We also think that copper prices are being lifted 
off the extending pattern of declining LME stocks especially with another decline of 2,575 tons this morning. 
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However, with copper springing 5 cents higher yesterday and reaching the highest level in 7 days, we have to 
think that some measure of technical short covering fuel was expended yesterday.  
 

MARKET IDEAS 
Until December copper reaches the underside of the late September and early October consolidation zone, we 
leave control with the bull camp. Support in December copper moves up to $2.1250 and resistance is seen early 
today up at $2.1610. Given the dominating importance of China in the copper market, we suspect that copper will 
be very reactive to any economic news from China in the coming trading sessions. In the short term weaker 
global equity market action is probably offset by noted declines in the US Dollar to start today.  
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